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To realize the sprayer working in field by minimal manual intervention and avoid the pesticide injury caused by manual
operation, on the bias of electrification transformation of the spray machine, Lovel High Clearance Boom Sprayer
ZP9500, the automatic navigation operation system was developed based on RTK-GNSS.
Because of variable load in spray operation and sideslip in paddy field, navigation control is seriously disturbed, the
path tracking accuracy is low and the stability is poor. A path tracking controller was designed based on the pole
assignment method. A self-tuning pole assignment algorithm was proposed based on the step response characteristics of
two order navigation system. The self-tuning controller could automatically adjust the dynamic characteristics of the
system according to the current lateral tracking error and keep good dynamic performance to suppress the interference
of the sideslip objective and improve the navigation accuracy. In paddy field, the vehicle rolling angle at –2.4 to 5.3
degree, the maximum tracking error was 17.5cm, and the error average of each row was between 1.4 and 2.9cm, the
error standard deviation of each row was between 3.0 to 5.2cm. By studying the tracking error and the roll angle of each
row, the maximum tracking error has significantly passive correlation with the maximum roll angle, their negative
correlation coefficient is 0.91. Meanwhile, the standard deviation of tracking error and the maximum roll angle has the
same characteristic relationship, their negative correlation coefficient is 0.94. The results showed that the self-tuning
controller could effectively suppress the influence of the sideslip of the automatic navigation sprayer in paddy field, and
improve the path tracking accuracy and stability.
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